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Friday, Oct 19 2018 

MARKET NEWS 

Coal News 

The API2 Cal19 contract started the session at $96.20/t 20cents lower than Wednesday’s close. After initial pressure 

which saw lows of 95.90/t, the contract recovered late on and closed $1.35 higher on the day at 97.55/t.German 

Power prices traded stronger on the open today; with the Cal19 contract opening 25cents higher at €52.25. The 

contract remained strong, to close 60cents higher on the day at €52.85/MWh, tracking EU Carbon Emissions, which 

closed 1.92% higher today at 19.63. The Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange Jan19 contract closed the day Yn2.20 

lower at Yn656.00/t as the market touched its lowest levels this month at Yn654.80/t earlier in today’s session. 

Reports from China indicate power plants currently have little incentive to buy spot supplies at current levels with 

ample stockpiles with daily usage remaining weak. Since making highs for this year at Yn670.00/t on 09th Oct prices 

have come under increased selling pressure. 

The Q418 API2 v NEWC spread closed $1.15cents lower at -$10.65 with the Cal19 API2 v NEWC spread closing 

35cents lower at -$10.35. Backwardation across the API2 decreased with the API2 Q418 v Cal19 closing 60cents 

lower at $2.50 with the Q418 v Cal19 NEWC spread increasing to close 20cents higher at $2.80. 
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Oil Market News 

Equity: Global stock markets were in the doldrums on Thursday as the cosh of rising interest rate fears continued to 

hit risk sentiment following the release of the Fed FOMC minutes on Wednesday evening. Although it was widely 

expected that the Fed would maintain its hawkish tilt, monetary policy normalization does raise concerns about 

higher borrowing costs and the impact that it will have for stocks. Furthermore, concerns of faltering global growth 

also exerted a drag on risk appetite leading up to the release of the latest GDP numbers out of China this morning. 

Lastly, although the Q3 earnings in the U.S. have been rather prosperous it is instructive to note that much of this 

positive impetus has already been priced in prior sessions and therefore may not be providing the level of support as 

one would expect. Markets on both shores of the Atlantic closed firmly in the red with the S&P 500, Dow Jones and 

Nasdaq tumbling by 1.44%, 1.27% and 2.06%, while the Euro Stoxx 50, FTSE 100 and the Dax shed 0.97%, 0.39% and 

1.07%, respectively. The ongoing political turmoil surrounding the budget showdown between Italy and the EU 

persisted on Thursday, while the EU and the UK failed to break the deadlock over a Brexit deal. Looking at the 

session, even though China’s GDP surprised slightly to the downside in Q3 and growth in the world’s second-largest 

economy has been remains at a robust level when compared to other economies of this magnitude. Asian counters 

are mixed this morning suggesting another day of choppy conditions for global stocks. 

Bonds: Whilst this week has been less volatile than last week, the environment remains fluid and the market is 

clearly reconsidering risk. The view remains that the rally in UST yields seen in recent months seems overdone and 

the risk going forward is arguably that the market starts to second-guess the extent of hawkish risks that has been 

baked into the market. In an environment where oil prices have become particularly expensive and China is 

experiencing a cyclical slowdown, which will likely have knock-on effects on the performance of the broader EM 

space, medium term growth risks are mounting. The global dollar liquidity tide is receding and the Fed’s policy 

tightening could sow the seeds for a more challenging domestic growth environment. The UST market seems to be 

understating these risks and the market could see a further retreat in yields in due course. Italian yields were 

pressured higher yesterday, even into the teeth of the buybacks of the April 2020 bonds, for which a few major 

banks were mandated to carry out. The pressure was however concentrated in the longer end of the curve from a 

basis point move point of view, while the bonds generally underperformed relative to the rest of the Eurozone. Note 

that the ECB rate decision takes place next week, and this could contribute to a position-squaring-filled Friday. 

Currency: It was a choppy session for the DXY on Thursday but by the close of trade, the index had rallied sharply for 

a second session to close at 95.90. The market ran into some overhead resistance at the 96.00 level and this will be 

the level to monitor as we head into the weekend. Given that the stochastic on the daily chart is in overbought 

territory, the market may struggle to extend topside momentum. Fundamentally, though, a risk-off bias is 

permeating the market at present and this could underpin the DXY should investors rush more aggressively back into 

the perceived safety of USTs. Moreover, the EUR continues to be pummelled by risks related to Brexit and Italy’s 

fiscal woes, which is also supportive of the dollar in the near term. That said, the dollar remains exposed to the large 

twin deficits, which should cap upside on the DXY. The cable’s slide continued yesterday as the unit lost 0.75% 

against the dollar, extending Wednesday’s losses of 0.50%, weighed down by disappointing news on the Brexit front 

after PM May said that the EU’s proposals for avoiding a hard-Irish border were unacceptable. Uncertainty over the 

divorce deal continues to drive the GBP, with no progress in negotiations evident in recent weeks. 

Credit: Yesterday again saw four issuers tap the IG primary market, raising a total of $2.57bn to add to solid weekly 

issuance of just under $23bn. The focus, however, was on the HY market, which saw two issuers raise $2.5bn. Uber’s 

debut junk bond sale saw rampant demand for its 2-part private placement. The company borrowed more than 

initially planned, placing $1.5bn in 8yr non-callable bonds at 8% as well as $500mn in non-callable 5yr bonds at 7.5%, 
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according to IFR. It would appear as though the interest rate increases by the Fed in recent quarters have yet to 

materially impact on corporate credit demand. 

Energy: Oil markets remain focused to the downside with the front month Brent contract now firmly below the 

$80.00/bbl mark heading into the start of the EU session. Current levels are some 8.42% off the highs seen on the 

3rd Oct 2018 and we are testing the 50 DMA to the downside which comes in at $78.69/bbl. An interesting point to 

note is that the WTI curve has flipped into contango for the first time since May on the back of the massive build in 

crude stocks this year. The Dec contract is now trading at a small premium to the front month, we have yet to see 

this occur in the Brent contract which remains propped up by the uncertainty surrounding the Iranian sanctions. Iran 

is looking for other buyers of its crude and according to Refinitiv Eikon data and an Iranian shipping source from the 

National Iranian Tanker Company there is an unprecedented volume of Iranian crude oil set to arrive at China's 

northeast Dalian port this month and in early November before U.S. sanctions on Iran take effect, more than 

20mn/bbls of oil are expected to arrive in Dalian over the next couple of weeks. Looking ahead the markets will be 

focused on the geopolitical back drop in the Middle East which as always has the ability to unseat even the most 

bearish investor. Baker Hughes rig count data also on the cards which will bring the shale producers out of the US 

into focus. Interestingly, Reuters reported that the CME have stated that rising US shale exports to Europe and Asia 

have had a knock-on effect in the futures market turning the WTI contract into a near 24-hour benchmark. This shift 

has also led the exchange to introduce the first change to the quality of WTI crude since 1983, coming into force 

from January next year 


